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Charles R. Plott
California Institute of Technology

Rational Choice in
Experimental Markets*

The theory of rational individual choice has
many differentuses in experimentaleconomics.
The uses must be considered in any realistic
evaluationof the theory. This paper is organized
aroundthat perspective.
If the only question posed is, Rationalchoice,
true or false? then the answer is clearly false.
Many critics of economics have claimed that the
discipline is built on untestable foundations.
Economists are indebtedto psychologists for debunkingsuch critics and demonstratingthat the
theory can indeed be tested. However, the
gratitude can go only so far. During the
process of demonstrating testability, the psychologists disconfirmed the theory. Preference
transitivity experiments (Tversky 1969) and
preference reversal experiments (Grether and
Plott 1979) both demonstrate that the weakest
forms of the classical preferencehypothesis' are
systematicallyat odds with facts.
* Financialsupportfromthe NationalScience Foundation
andfromthe CaltechProgramof EnterpriseandPublicPolicy
is gratefullyacknowledged.I wish to thankKemal Gulerfor
his help in processingthe data used in Sec. III. I also wish to
thankBarryWeingastand Harvey Reed for their collaboration on the ideas and backgrounddata processingthat form
that section.
1. The classical hypothesisis taken to be that attitudesof
preferencecan be representedby total, reflexive, negatively
acyclic binaryrelations. For generalizationsand alternatives
to this hypothesis, see Aizerman(1985).

The theory of rational
behaviorhas several
differentuses. First, it
is used at the most
fundamentallevel
of experimentalmethodology to induce
preferencesused as parametersin models.
Second, it appearsrepeatedly in experimentally successful mathematicalmodels of
complex phenomena
such as speculation,
bidding,and signaling.
Third, it is used as a
tool to generateex post
models of results that
are otherwise inexplicable. Finally, it has
been used as a tool
successfully to design
new institutionsto
solve specific problems. When tested directly, the theory can
be rejected. It is retained because neither
an alternativetheory
nor an alternativegeneral principleaccomplishes so much.
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It follows that theories of markets for which rational individual
choice is a necessary component are either discomfirmedby the same
evidence or cannot be applied because the preconditionsfor application are not present. The logic is compelling, and an awareness of its
existence has colored how experimentaleconomists pose questions,
how they do experiments, and what they conclude. If one wants only
to "test" a theory in the sense of rejection,then one shouldexamineits
most suspect predictions.If, as partof its formulationof marketbehavior, a theory predictsacyclic individualchoice behavior-as is the case
with almost all economics models-then one seekinga disconfirmation
of the theory knows exactly where to look and how to proceed. Existing experiments on individual choice behavior provide ample machinery.
The rejectionof a theory of marketson the terms describedabove is
not an especially challengingresearch objective. Those who study experimental markets tend to pose the questions in different ways.
Rather than inquire whether a theory is true or false, they ask if the
magnitudeof errorin the predictionsof marketphenomenais acceptable; or, if no concept of degreeof acceptabilityis readilyavailable,the
questionbecomes which of several competingmodels is the most accurate, fully realizing that the best model might still be "poor." When
confrontedwith data that suggest the existence of erraticor irrational
individual behavior, the implications are immediately evaluated in
terms of the possible implicationsfor a market level of analysis. Of
course, when unusual market behavior is observed, one might then
turn to models of irrationalindividualbehavior to see if they contain
the seeds of an explanation.
In brief it is almost impossible to assess the importanceof any problem with rationalitypostulates as found in experimentalmarketstudies
withoutassessing the performanceof the marketmodels based on such
postulates. In Section I, I will discuss hypotheses aboutrationalbehavior that are built directly into the foundations of laboratorymarket
procedures. In Section II, three examples of laboratoryexperiments
will be discussed. The accuracy of the models and the rationalitypostulates that form the structureof the rnodelswill be covered. Section
III will demonstratehow ideas of rationalitycan be used to explain
otherwise very confusing market behavior. Section IV will examine
unusual phenomena that models of rational behavior suggest might
exist, and Section V will discuss some pendingproblemsfor concepts
of rationalityas they are currentlyused.
I. LaboratoryMarketProceduresand Rationality
For the most part, laboratorymarkets are created as a challenge to
theory. One research objective is to construct simple marketsthat are
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special cases of the complicatedphenomenato which the models are
ordinarilyapplied.The relative accuraciesof models are assessed. The
models are changed in light of the data from the special case. It is
hoped, as a result, that the revised models will be more useful when
applied to the complex. While other research strategies can be
identified(Plott 1982, esp. pp. 1519-23), this particularstrategyis frequently used.
The above objective demandsthat laboratoryeconomics procedures
permitsome reasonablydirect correspondencebetween parametersof
models and what is controlled in an experiment. The importantvariables of almost all economic models are preferences (as opposed to
sources of motivation),beliefs, resources, marketorganization(institutions), technology, commodities, prices, allocations, and incomes. If a
model is to be evaluated, all these variables need to be observed and
sometimescontrolled. If a variablecannot be observed directly,then it
is always suspected of havinggone awry when the model itself does not
fit the data. Of course, in this context, the preferencesand beliefs are
key because (a) they can be used to explain almost any patternof the
other variables (Ledyard, in press) and (b) they cannot be observed
directly.
Laboratorytechniquescontrolpreferencesor, in a sense, allow them
to be observed indirectly. The basic insight is that preferences are
parametersto economic models, but the source of preferencesis not a
parameter.The key idea is to use monetaryincentives to inducepreferences for abstract commodities that exist only for the purpose of the
experiment. Consider the following axioms, which are a combination
of the precepts used by Smith (1976) and the axioms used by Plott
(1979). If the following axioms are accepted, then preferencescan be
induced and controlledfor purposes of experimentation.
1. More reward medium (money) is preferredto less, other things
being equal (salience and nonsatiation).
2. Individuals place no independent value on experimental outcomes other than that provided by the reward medium(neutrality).
3. Individualsoptimize.
Suppose, for example, that a commodity is the set of nonnegative
integers,which are called units of the commodityX. Anothercommodity, Y, is simply U.S. currency. An individual,i, is assigneda function,
Ri(x), indicatingthe reward (dollar amount) he will receive from the
experimentershould he acquirex units of the commodity.If postulates
1-3 are satisfied, then we can take as a parameterin a model, defined
over X * Y where the operation * is a Cartesianproduct, the binary
relation Pi, defined by (x, y)Pi(x', y') X R'(x) + y > R'(x') + y'. The
relation Pi is the preference relation of i. If the axioms are satisfied,
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then Pi is in fact the individual'spreferencerelationin the same sense
that it will reflect actual individual choices from the pairs in X * Y.
Since the experimentercontrols the functionalformof R1(-), the preference relation of each individualcan be controlled as desired.
Carrying the example further, we could view R1(x) - R1(x - 1) as the

willingnessto pay for additionalunits of X. In some circumstancesthe
differencewould be interpretedas an (inverse) demandfunction. That
is, supose p is a constant price that a subject must pay for units of X.
An optimizing subject would want to maximize R1(x) - px. The optimum occurs (ignoringthe problem caused by the discrete formulation) at the point x such that R1(x) - R1(x - 1) = p. Solving the
equation for x, we obtain a function, x = Di(p), which can be inter-

preted as an individualdemandfunction for X.
Notice that, if any of the conditions, 1, 2, or 3, is not satisfied,then a
key parameteris misspecified. When asked to choose over X * Y, the
subject's choices would not be those predicted by Pi. If this occurs,
and if the experimenteris not aware of the problem, a model mightbe
discardedas inaccuratewhen in fact the experimentwas not properly
controlled.The point to be emphasizedis that a theory of rationalityis
basic to experimentalprocedures and to the interpretationof the results. If rationalityis not reliablebehaviorally,then one would expect
economic models to be poor predictorsof experimentalmarketbehavior because the basic parametersof the economic models would not be
controllable.
The nature of the argumentjust outlined suggests a first line of defense that can be used by anyone whose pet theory has been abusedby
experimentaldata. Were the payoffs of a sort that assures that postulate 1 is satisfied? For the most part economists have used money in
amountsthat will acoumulateto amountscomparableto wage rates (for
equivalenttime) of employed membersof the subjectpools. Typically,
this amount is between $8.00 and $20 per hour. A failure to provide
adequateincentives is known to affect results at a group level of performance in ways that do not disappearwith large samples.2Results
regarding the importance of incentives when studying individual
choices have been mixed. For example, Gretherand Plott (1979)found
no incentive effects. The most recent study is by Grether(1981), who
demonstratedthat the instances of seeminglyconfused behaviorgo up
when incentives go down.
The second postulate substantiallydifferentiatesthose who study
markets from those who study individuals. Psychologists frequently
2. Onlytwo examplesexist. Once problemswere detectedalongthis line, subsequent
experimentsused more incentives. The committeeexperimentsstudiedby Fiorinaand
Plott (1978)used incentives as a control. Means and varianceswere affected substantially. Plott and Smith (1978)demonstratethat traderstend not to tradeunits for which
positive profitswill be made. Just breakingeven is not enough.
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use rich descriptionsof situationsto elicit responses. From an economist's point of view, this practice is one that is to be viewed with
suspicion.3 Data that lead to a model's rejection can always be explainedaway by hypotheses that take advantageof any ambiguitythat
mightexist over what preferences "really" existed in the experiment.
The finalcondition, 3, depends not only on humannaturebut also on
whether the subject understands the relation R1(-). This function is
seldom simply verbally communicatedto the subject. If the function
involves randomelements, they are madeoperationalwith real random
devices (the word "probability"is not used). Subjectsare given experience with the propertiesof Ri(-) and tested on their understandingof
it. Sometimes the instructions of a complicated market experiment
involve exercises in which subjects choose over X * Yor its equivalent
as a check on conditions 1-3. While these precautionsare taken as a
defense against disgruntledtheorists who might dismiss results on the
(self-serving)claim that the preferenceswere not controlled,they also
commenton implicitassumptionsabout the natureof rationality:intelligence is important;verbal communicationis suspect; analyticaland
cognitive abilities are not dependableover experience. So the experiment proceeds, allowing for the possibility that individualsmight be
satisficers in the Simon (1979) sense and fail to explore the nature of
Ri(x) if left to their own devices.
Acknowledged problems with the concept of rational choice have
shaped experimentalmarket procedures in still a third way that was
mentioned in the opening paragraphs.Almost all economic models
postulate the existence (on an "as if' basis) of a transitivepreference
over lotteries. Thus transitivechoice over lotteries can be viewed as a
predictionmade by the models. We know from Tversky's (1969)work
on transitivityand from preferencereversal experiments(Gretherand
Plott 1979) that those particular predictions of the models will be
disconfirmed;that is, we know that models of this type make predictions that are wrong. Logic thus compels us to realize that the "truth"
of the models is not necessarily the only goal of the research effort
because we already have the answer to that question. Instead the research question becomes the degree to which one model is better than
anotherat capturingmarketbehavior.Experimentsshouldbe designed
to make comparisons among models whenever such comparisonsare
3. I am awareof one documentedexampleof a problemcaused by the descriptionsof
the alternatives.In Cohen, Levine, and Plott (1978)subjectswere involved in a voting
experiment.The objects of choice (letters of the alphabet)were labeled in humorous
ways. Traditionalfinancialincentives were also operative. The group-choicemodel,
which had worked well in other experiments,was not workingwell, so subjectswere
askedto explainthe reasonsfor theirvotes. The recordedvotes andthe reasonsgiven by
subjectsindicatedthat subjectsneglectedthe financialincentivesandchose in ways they
imaginedreasonablein light of the humorousdescriptionof the options.
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possible. Whichmodel throws light on marketbehavior?Whichmodel
is true is a differentquestion.
II.

Performance of Market Models

If rationalityassumptionsare totally unreliable,then one would expect
marketmodels based on them to be similarlyunreliable.Preferences
for outcomes mightbe inducedby the proceduresoutlinedabove, but it
does not follow that the market supply and demandfunctions can be
constructedfrom those preferences. An uncontrolledaspect of rationality is requiredto go from preferencesto marketdemand;or demands
and supplies might have been controlled, but laboratorymarkets are
complicated and involve expectations formation, strategy, and so
forth. The demandand supply model itself mightnot work as a predictor of price; or events in the marketcould overridethe incentives used.
People simply might not be able to cope or might become irritatedor
frustratedso easily that no market model would work. If people are
erraticand/orirrational,the inducedpreferenceswill not guaranteethe
accuracy of economic models.
Three different examples of market experiments are now summarized.Each relies on differentfeatures of humancapacities. All are
"success stories" in the sense that a mathematicalmodel based on
principles of rational choice seems to capture much of what is observed. The replicationsof these experimentshave occurredin enough
similarsituations that the inferences drawnfrom the examples probably reliablyreflect the facts as opposed to outlyingor fortuitousobservations.
A. Middlemen
The first example comes from a paper by Plott and Uhl (1981). The
concern was with middlemen.Each of a groupof supplierswas given a
marginalcost functionby applicationof inducedpreferencestheory. If
price was constant and each followed the competitive optimizingresponse, the marketsupply curve would be as shown in figure 1. Similarly, finalbuyers each had a deriveddemand.Shouldfinalbuyershave
respondedin an optimizingfashion to a fixed price, the marketdemand
would have been as shown in the figure. Each agent was assigned a
differentnumberto use as a name duringthe experiment.The numbers
on the marketdemandand supplyfunctionsreferto the agent who had
the limit value at the indicatedlevel.
Final buyers and supplierswere in differentrooms and could neither
tradenor communicate.A groupof four middlemen(speculators)were
allowed first to visit the suppliers' room, at which time a market, A,
was opened. Having acquired inventories, the middlemenwere then
taken to the finalbuyers' room, where they were able to sell in market
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B what they had previously purchased in market A. After market B
was closed, the middlemenreturnedto marketA to start a new period
(of two markets).Inventoriescould not be carriedforwardto succeeding periods. Everythingacquiredin A had to be sold in B or forgotten.
Both markets were organized in a manner similar to oral double
auctions.
If the individuals serving the middlemanfunction were optimizers
and correctly assessed the probabilityof sales in market B, then the
prices in marketsA and B should have approachedequality. The level
of price should have been at the demand and supply intersection.
Profits of middlemen should have approached zero. The volume in
both markets should have been 14 units. It would be as if demanders
and supplierswere in the same marketand middlemendid not exist.
As shown in figure 1, the predictionsof the model are approximately
correct, and there is a time series of all contractprices in the order in
which they occurred. Withtime and replicationof periodsthe prices in
both markets converged to the predicted equilibriumprice of $1.67.
The predictedcarryforwardof 14 units was close to the actualvolume.
Profitsof middlemendissipated to near zero as predicted.
From a practical perspective the competitive model works rather
well when appliedto the middlemanmarkets.No model of which I am
aware, based on principlesother than some form of rationality,does as
well as does the competitive model. Indeed, in this simple example
there are many chances for things to go wrong. First, notice that the
theory of derived demandis workingtwice removed. Derived demand
theory was used to postulate the marketdemandof finalconsumersas
induced by the experimenter.Derived demandfor a factor of production was used by middlemenwhen they purchaseda "resource" from
the sellers in room A and transformedit into a productfor sale in room
B. Notice that this transformationtook place under conditions of extreme uncertainty.The middlemendid not know the demandfunction,
prices, or any other aspect of the market(or markettheory). Somehow
they assessed the consequences of their actions with reasonableaccuracy. Once having acquired inventories, the middlemen showed no
evidence of falling prey to the sunk-cost fallacy. When mistakes appeared to have been made, that is, when middlemen seem to have
carried too much forward, the middlemenreadily sold at a loss and
recovered as much as possible. (In the first period, 1 unit was carried
forward and not sold, but in subsequent periods this problem never
occurred.) Notice also that we have some confirmationof the "free
riding" or "prisoner's dilemma" model as applied to public goods.
Middlemenhad a common interest in keeping prices low in marketA
and high in marketB. Outbiddinga fellow middlemanand gainingthe
associated personalprofitsis the marketanalogueof free riding.These
participantswere not characterizedby such a concern for fellow mid-
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dlemen that they would forgo advantages of individualgain in order
thatthe profitsof all mightbe higher.Not only is there supporthere for
a "rational"perspective, but there is supportfor the additionalproposition that these people in this setting were not naturallyconcerned
aboutothers; or, if they were so concerned, it was not apparentin their
collective actions.
While the middlemantype of market experiment suggests that elements of the rational agent model can capture much of the actual
human behavior, we cannot assume that this is the end of the story.
Even this simple marketexhibits behaviorthat at best is not predicted
by the model and at worst is wholly inconsistent with the model.
Notice first that the model becomes accurate only after a process of
convergence. The model says nothing about that. Notice that the adjustmentprocess contains events that are hardto reconcile with rationality. In the A market, prices existed that were substantiallybelow
those observed in the previous A market,and prices tendedto move up
duringa period. Why did sellers simply not wait and capturethe higher
prices? Why in period 7 did the buyer pay $2.31 when such high prices
had never been necessary before? Notice that in marketB of periods
1-2 an excess demandexisted but that prices were below equilibrium.
The model predicts equilibrium,and in periods 1-2 this did not occur.
B.

Auctions

Some of the most extensive use of the precision affordedby rationality
postulates is found in the auction literature.This example is of special
importancebecause it is the only example of which I am awarethat the
full implications of rationality axioms have been deduced in operational terms in a form that can be examined by an experimenter.Put
another way, this is the only example in all of economics where a
reasonablycomplete theory about rationalbehaviorin marketsexists.
Comparetwo types of sealed-bidauctions in which a single item is to
be sold. Each biddertenders a single bid in privatethat is collected and
examined (privately) by the market (auctioneer). The object will be
awardedto the highest bidder. If the auctionis a first-priceauction, the
winningbidder will pay the amount of his own bid. If the auction is a
second-price auction, the winner will pay the amount of the secondhighest bid.
The scientific challenge is to comparethe bids tenderedin each type
of marketand, more ambitiously,to predictthe bids tendered.Suppose
thatN agents are participatingand that all participantsknow that vi, the
value of the object to each bidderi, is drawnfrom a probabilitydistribution with supporton the interval [Y, V]. Notice three aspects of the
challenge. First, the institutioncan be viewed as a treatmentvariable,
so, even if the theory fails to predict individualagent behavior, it still
might add insight about marketbehavior. When dealingwith econom-
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ics, the role of the marketas an aspect of inquiryshouldalways be kept
in focus. Second, it is the actions taken by agents and not their
thoughts, thought processes, feelings, or attitudes that are to be
studied. Finally, the concepts of value and probabilitythat are frequently a cause for concern by critics of economics are built into the
theory at the outset.
An experimentalapproach to the problem was first developed by
Coppinger,Smith, and Titus (1980) and has since expanded dramatically. To appreciatethe role of rationalityin this investigationwe will
consider only a simple case. The values vi are independentlydrawn
froma constantdensity on [0, 1], so, by expressingbids as a fractionof
the largest possible value, any intervalcan be considered. Each agent
knows his own value before biddingbut not the value of others. The
above facts are public knowledgeand can be controlledfor experimental purposes; that is, auctions can actually be created that objectively
have the requisite properties.
How might one go about developing a model of the situation?The
auction theory literaturesuggests that the system will behave as if the
following are true. (a) Agents choose in accord with the expected utility hypothesis. To obtain a model that can be solved we will assume
each player has a utility function of wealth, Ui(y) = yr, where r is
distributedacross the populationby a publicly known probabilitydistribution, +, on [0, 1]. The constant r is a risk-aversionfactor. This
assumptionwill be treated as a maintainedhypothesis for purposes of
analyzingthe data and testing the theory. (b) At the time of choice each
agent, i, knows (vi, r,), his own value and risk parameter,but knows
only the probability distribution from which those of others were
drawn. (c) Each individualfollows Bayes's law in forming expectations. (d) Each individualwill choose a Nash equilibriumbiddingfunction. (e) There are N agents.
Under all the above assumptions the symmetric Nash equilibrium
biddingfunctions are
vi, for all i if the second-priceauction is used;
bi

(N - 1)vi

(_ l +r' _,
N-i

for all i if the first-priceauction is used.

The comparative institutional prediction is that the expected price
under the first-priceauction is greater than the expected price under
the second-price auction. Table 1 reproduces the results of some of
Smith's experiments. The range of the support function [0, V] was
variedwith N to keep expected profits,as calculatedby the model, the
same as N increased. First, notice thatthe modelis very accuratewhen
appliedto the second-priceauction for N > 3. For example, if N = 6,
the model predicts a mean price of 12.1, and the actualprice averaged
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TABLE 1

Theoretical Predictions and Means and Variances
Pooled over N Markets

First-PriceAuction
Numberand
Statistics

Second-PriceAuction

Observed
Price

Risk Neutral
Theoretical(r 1)

Observed
Price

Theoretical

2.44
.589

2.5
.384

1.97
.759

2.5
.96

5.64
1.80

4.9
.96

...
...

...
...

9.14
1.37

8.1
1.83

...
...

...
...

3:*

Mean
Variance
4:t
Mean
Variance
5:t

Mean
Variance
6:t
Mean
Variance

13.22
4.31

12.1
3.0

11.21
8.20

12.1
6.4

31.02
4.91

28.9
8.38

27.02
18.66

28.9
18.85

9:t

Mean
Variance

SOURCE.-COX,Roberson, and Smith (1982).
* N = 70.

t N = 60.
tN = 30.

11.21. The predicted variances are also close to those observed. As
predictedby the model, people tend to bid their value when they participate in the second-priceauction. Second, notice that the prediction
about the markettreatmentvariableis also correct. The averageprice
for the second-price auctions is below the average price of the firstprice auctions for every value of N. The first-priceauction generates
more revenue as predicted.
The risk-neutralmodel (r = 1) tends to develop inaccuracieswhen
appliedto the magnitudeof first-priceauction bids. Of course the riskneutralityparameterwas not controlled in these experiments. In any
case, prices in the first-priceauctionare higherthanthose predictedby
the model if we assume that r = 1. If the dataare tested for every value
of N againstthe risk-aversemodel, which predictsthat observedprices
will be above the risk-neutralprediction,the model cannot be rejected
forN > 3.

models has continuedas
The supportfor the Nash-equilibrium-based
research has expanded to a study of the multipleunits case, although
the model has encountered difficultiesfor some values of N. For the
single-unitcase, however, the full Nash equilibriummodel with all its
implicitand explicit rationalityassumptionsis the most accuratemodel
that exists. To the extent that the model places restrictionson datait is
consistent with the facts in an absolute sense.
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Signaling

The third example is a demonstrationthat the equilibriumnotions
motivatedby concepts of optimizingbehaviorcan capturethe essence
of very complicatedand interdependentphenomena.The model itself
was originallymotivatedby a cynical view of education(Spence 1974).
Imaginea world in which education has no intrinsicvalue but is very
costly in terms of time and effort to all but the smartest people. By
paying an appropriatepremium for educated employees, employers
can make education a profitableinvestment for smart people but not
for others. Thus the employers can hire just the people they wish
(smart)by paying a premiumfor an attributethey do not value (education). Theoretically,the employers can do this even thoughthe intelligence level of the prospective employee prior to employmentcan be
observedby no one other thanthe employee himself;and, when asked,
a prospective employee has an incentive to lie.
The point of the exercise is not to explore the appropriatenessof the
reasoningwhen appliedto investmentsin education.The purposeis to
explore the nature of equilibriumwhen such asymmetricinformation
exists in markets. We inquireabout the appropriatenessof equilibrating principlesthat are asserted to be operativeand the abilityof mathematical statements to capture them.
The example was intended only to help one understandthe laboratory marketthat was created. In the laboratorymarketseveral sellers
have 2 units each of a commoditythat can be sold. The units have two
characteristics:grade, which can be either Regular(R) or Super (S),
and quality, which initially is zero but can be added by the seller.
Gradeis like a {dumb,smart}variable,and qualityis like educationthat
can be addedat cost. A seller's 2 units are eitherboth R or both S. Half
the sellers have R's, and the other half have S's, as determinedrandomly and secretly before any trading begins. Before purchase, N
buyers can observe quality added, but the underlyinggrade is discovered only after purchase and after the marketperiod is closed.
Buyers like Supers better than Regulars, and buyers place some
value on any additionalquality added by sellers (i.e., education has
some value). In particular,for each unit purchased buyers have the
following value (determinedby the experimenterby using the techniques of induced preference described in the introduction):
V(g, q) = G(g) + Q(q),

where
g E {R, S}
{Regular,Super};
q E [0, oo) = quality added by seller;

G(g)

=

{

$2.50 if g= = 5,

$.50

if g

R;
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$.205q - $.005q2 if q c 20,

$[(.205)(20) - (.005)(202)]+ $.Olq if q > 20.
Sellers face costs of addingqualityof $. 15qand $.02q if the units are
Regularsor Supers, respectively. It costs less to add q (get educated)if
the unit is a Super (smart).
The most efficient signaling equilibriumis a fascinating concept
when considered from a rationality perspective. The equilibriumis
definedby the following equations:
all Regularswill be produced at the same quality, qR,
and will sell at the same price, PR;
all Supers will be produced at the same quality, qs,
and will sell at the same price, Ps.

(1)

The two conditions in (1) follow from an underlyingaxiom requiring
that no arbitrageexists. If differentprices and qualitiesexisted within
grades, then profitopportunitieswould exist, and rationalagents would
take advantageof them:
V(R, qR)

=

(2)

PR;

V(S, qs) = Ps.

The equations in (2) pick up two aspects of behavior. First, having
observed the qualitylevel, qR or qs, the buyer can inferthe grade,R or
S, with certainty. Quality and grade are perfectly correlated. Second,
once this is known the demand and supply model under certaintybecomes applicable. For any unit with characteristics(g, q) a horizontal
demand exists. Recall that the values of consumers were defined per
unit, so, withoutbudgetconstraintsand with prices below value and no
uncertainty,the buyer would want an infinite quantityof all possible
commodities.The limited supply (verticalsupplycurve) and horizontal
demandcurve drive prices to the maximum,that is, the demandprice:
PRPs

. l5qR
-

.02qs

Ps

-

2 PR -

. 15qs;

(3)

.02qR.

The two conditions in (3) require that truthfulrevelation is incentive
compatible. Regular sellers maximize profits by selling units at the
qualitylevel recognizedby buyers as Regulars.Supersellers maximize
profitsby sellingunits at qualitylevels recognizedby buyersas Supers:
max{[V(R,qR) -

. l5qR] +

[V(S, qS) - .02qs]}.

(4)

Condition (4) captures a type of "market rationality." It says that
profitsof the system will be maximizedsubject to the behavioralconstraintsdefined in (1)-(3).
In less opaque terms, the final condition (4) can be interpretedas
anothertype of demand and supply condition. The qs and qR will be
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adjustedto reflectgains from exchange. The maximizationformulation
capturesthe idea that this adjustmentin the qualitylevels of the commoditywill continue until furtheradjustmentswould negate the signaling value implicitin (1). The idea is explainedgeometricallyin figure2.
The value functions for a single buyer are drawn from Regularsand
Supers. The increases in value with additionalquality are as shown.
Equation(2) says that the price of an S will be along the top curve and
that the price of an R will be along the bottom curve. The qualities,qR
and qs, must be such that they are not equal and thereby signal to the
buyer the underlyinggrade. The qualities should also be located such
that sellers of R's have no interest in marketingtheir units at (Ps, qs),
and so forth, as demanded by (2). Finally, qR should be located to
maximizesystem profits, and qs should be the minimumpossible level
consistent with (2). A check of the equations will demonstratethat
(qR, qs) = (6, 27), as shown in the figure,have the requisiteproperties.
Twelve markets with the above (and related) parameterswere reported in Miller and Plott (1985). The results were mixed in the sense
that other variationsof the model outlined above were more accurate
thanwas that particularmodel. However, the interestingthingfromthe
perspective of this paper is that the model capturedany of the market
data at all; yet in two of the 11 marketsthis complicatedmodel that is
filled with rationalitypostulates is very accurate. The data points are
shown in figure2 near the predictedequilibrium.The qualityof Regulars, qR, is correct, and the quality of supers, q,s, is a little too high.
Variancesin qualitiesand prices are very low. Prices are slightlybelow
the predicted level, reflectinga frequentlyobserved propertyof markets that agents will not trade for zero reward. Behavior of the type
describedin this model is certainlynot beyond humanor marketcapabilities.
III. Ex Post Rationalization(Reparameterization)
When marketsperformin unusualor unexpected ways, the rationality
postulates suggest hypotheses to explain why. The econometrics and
field studies literatureare filledwith ex post rationalizationtechniques,
but very little has been said about them in laboratoryeconomics papers.
The idea of reparameterizationis importantin a second way. Rationality at a marketlevel of analysis can be separatedfrom rationalityat
the individuallevel. Suppose that the marketmodel works well given
the individualagent's personal decision rules. So, from observed market behavior we can make some reasonable inferences about what
actual individualdecision rules must have been. Suppose furtherthat
from induced preference theory we obtain an independenttheoretical
idea aboutwhat a rationalindividual'sdecision rulewould have been in
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FIG. 2.-Model parametersand predictions displayed with actual experimental outcomes.

the experiment. By comparingthe inferredactual with the theoretical
rationalwe can perhapsdevelop a methodologyfor testing the latteras
they are relevant for economics.
To demonstratehow rationalityprinciplescan be used in this capacity, the data from four experiments are analyzed. These are experiments that would have been discarded because of (allegedly) poor
experimentalcontrol. These experimentswere done in the mid-1960s
and early 1970sbefore some of the experimentaltechniques currently
used had been developed. They are all oral auction marketsthat differed in various ways from the oral double auction now in use. Each
traderhad 2 units and could tender an all-or-noneoffer. Offersremain
open until canceled or taken. The instructionswere not administered
carefully.No tests on proceduresor practiceroundswere allowed. The
accountingwas not checked for confused or cheatingparticipants,and
so on. In essence the currentoperationalproceduresfor makingcertain
that subjects understandthe rewardmediumand the markettechnology were not followed-or so we would like to believe.
The natureof the marketswas to induce simple demandand supply
functionsdifferentfrom those that hadpreviouslybeen examined.Also
presentwere multipleunits, which, at the time of the experiments,had
not been studied. The questionposed was whetherthe observedprices
and volume would converge to the equilibriumpredictions of the
model.
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The answer was a rather resounding "no." The initial parameters
are shown as the solid-linedemandand supplyfunctionsin figures3-4.
For the most partthe data are well removedfrom the predictionsof the
model.
Whenever data are trashed, a danger exists that the problemis the
principlesthat guided the models, not the lack of parametriccontrol.
However, when examining subjects' decisions, many seemed to violate the intuitive notions of rationalitystemmingfrom confusion or a
willingness to violate the rules of the market.
An exercise was undertakento "reparameterize"the experiments.
We wished to provide a method of adjusting individual preference
parametersin light of their choices and determinethe extent to which
the revised marketmodel fits the data. The rules used were as follows.
(a) If a buyer (seller)buys (sells) a unit for more (less) thanthe redemption value (cost) of the unit, then the limit price is adjusted to the
transactionprice. (b) If an agent never bid or tradedduringthe entire
experimentand passed up profitableopportunities(suitably defined),
then the parametersare adjustedas if the agent were not present. (c) If
an agent failed to trade for 2 consecutive periods and passed up
profitable opportunities (suitably defined), then the limit prices are
revised to equal the highest (lowest) bid to buy (offer to sell) that the
agent tendered or accepted for that unit in any period throughoutthe
experiment.(d) If an agent transactsfor more units than the maximum
permitted,then the units are adjustedto the maximumnumberof such
extra units traded in any period, and the limit prices are the highest
(lowest) price paid (received) for those units during the entire experiment.
The revised demandand supplies are the dotted curves in figures34. The price predictionsof the revised model fit much better than they
do in the originalin three of the four cases, and in the fourthcase the
price predictions are identical. The volume figures are worse after
reparameterizationbecause in all cases the actual volume was low
relative to the originalmodel and because the revised parameterspredicted even lower volume.
The exercise demonstratestwo propertiesof rationality-basedtheories. First, the adjustmentof parametersneed not induce circularityin
the reasoning. Ex post theories based on rationalitycan certainly be
rejected. For example, the observed volume can be used to reject the
revised model. Second, in view of subsequent experimentation,the
decision to discardthe data was probablycorrect. If these subjectsare
"equivalent"to those used in subsequentexperiments,and if the market organizationhad no special effects, then the actual preferences
used by the subjects were not those the experimenterattempted to
induce. If preferences are stable, we know now that underthe double
oral auction prices converge to the competitive equilibrium.Thus sub-
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sequent experimentstell us that the marketsin the figuresabove had
adjustedto the actual preferences. Even if participantsare confused
and "irrational"from certain perspectives, the marketmodel can still
be applied.
The only other attemptto revise parametersof a marketmodel based
on decisions made duringthe experimentis the ongoingworkby Knez,
Smith, and Williams(1985). They have attemptedto measureindividual attitudes duringa market, and to use those parametersfor prediction they tested a marketmodel based on measuredparametersagainst
the model with parametersas specified a priori by the experimenter.
The marketsthemselves are for lotteries in which subjects stated their
limit prices-maximum (minimum)willingness to pay (sell)-prior to
the opening of each marketperiod. Their conclusions are (a) that the
act of measurementdoes not appearto affect the market;(b) that the
marketmodel drawn from the measuredparametersis more accurate
than is the model constructed from induced preferences;and (c) that
many subjects(in the 40%range)exhibiteda willingnessto violate their
own stated limitprices. Knez et al. suggest that the elicited parameters
are analogousto guesses abouthow subjectswill tradeor, perhaps,are
similar to wishes as opposed to true limit prices. Nevertheless, the
measuredparametersimprove predictionsabout marketprices.
IV. New Institutions
The rationalitypostulates have been useful in suggestingnew institutional arrangementsthat have never before existed. The research on
publicgoods provisionmechanismsis a good example. Otherexamples
include the work by Grether,Isaac, and Plott (1981)on the allocation
of landingrightsby auction or the work by Rassanti, Smith, and Bulfin
(1982)on a combinatorialauction to solve the same problem. Experimental methods have been the only source of data about how these
new institutionsmight perform.
An interesting example, with possibly limited social usefulness, is
the unstable dollar auction.4The idea is to create processes that applications of rationalitytheory suggest will have bizarre properties. In
this case the objective is to attemptto sell a dollarto perfectlyinformed
people for much more than a dollar. Intuitively, it seems that rational
consumers would never do such a thing, but intuitionis not always a
reliable scientific tool.
Subjects, after having attended an economics experiment, are fre4. This auctionprocess firstappearsin printin Shubik(1971).In conversationShubik
tells me thathe hesitatesto take full creditfor havinginventedthe process becausemany
unusualprocesses were proposedin conversationamonggame theoristsat Princetonin
the early 1950s. The theorists were using game theory to invent processes in which
rationalbehaviorby individualswould lead to surprisingbehavior.
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quently in a room calculatingtheir earnings. Having calculated their
earningsand having not yet been paid, a dollar auction is announced.
Subjects are carefully told that an English auction will be used. The
marketwill stop if 45 seconds elapse aftera bid with no interveningbid.
The dollar will be given to the highest bidder, but the second-highest
biddermust pay the amountof his own bid; that is, highbiddergets the
dollar, but the second-highestbidder pays for it. Bids cannot exceed
the amount earned in the previous experiment, and no talking is allowed.
The game is not well understoodfrom a game-theoreticperspective.
The version with unlimitedbudgets and unlimitedtime has no solution
except infinitebids. Withlimitationson endowments,underno circumstances can nonparticipationby everyone be a Nash equilibrium.Models of the situationexist in which a solutioninvolves participationfrom
everyone and in which everyone should be preparedto bid their endowment.5The point is that models based on concepts of rationality
suggest that rational people might produce intuitively impossible, or
perhaps irrational,results (i.e., selling a dollar for much more than a
dollar).
The data from five such auctions are in figure 5. The dots are the
actualbids in dollarsas they occurredin sequence. As can be seen, the
dollar always sold for much more than a dollar. In auction 1, for example, the dollarwent to a bid of $27, and the price actuallypaidby the
second-highestbidderwas $20. Some of the relevantdataare in table 2.
Participantsare indexed accordingto the size of their budget, with the
person with the largestbudgetcalled person number1. In auction 1 the
5. A complete game-theoretictreatmentof the auction is not available.Kim Border
andJoel Sobel (privatecorrespondence)have producedthe followingmodel. The insight
of the modelis to treatthe auctionlike a sealed-bidauction.The sealedbid is interpreted
as a reservationprice above which the subject will not go duringthe actual English
auctionbiddingprocess. Consideronly the two-personcase for expositionpurposeswith
the followingrules: (i) high bidderreceives $1.00 and pays nothing;(ii) second-highest
bidderreceives zero and pays his bid; (iii) bids must be nonnegativeand no more than
wealth; and (iv) common knowledge is that wealth is independentlyand identically
distributedfrom cumulativedensity functionF(-), is supportedon [0, A], and has continuous densityf(-). Let V(x) = (1 + x)F(x) - x; M(W) = max{x c W: x max's V on [0,
F(W)], using the convention that, if
W]}; and b(W) = W - {V[M(W)] - V(W)}/[F(W) = 1, then {V[M(W)] - V(W)}/[1 - F(W)] = 0. The bidding function, b(W), is the

equilibriumstrategyof a symmetricBayesianNash equilibriumwithrisk-neutralplayers.
Generalizationto N biddersis straightforward.As an exampleconsiderthe two-person
case in which F(-) is uniformover [0, A]. The optimumbiddingfunctionis
'W, if W2>-A-

b(W)

AWw

1;

if W<A-1.

In this case the equilibriumstrategyis to be preparedto bid all yourwealthif yourwealth
is one less than the maximumpossible wealth. Borderhas also producedan examplein
which the optimalstrategyis for all biddersto always bid all their wealth.
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person with the largest endowment had $40. The auction winner had
the sixth-largestendowmentat $27.54. The person who paid $20 had an
endowmentof $20.70. These were the only two biddersafter the fourteenth bid of $8.00. Frequently,the auction stoppedonly aftera bidder
hit a constraint.The individualwho acquiredthe dollartended to have
an above-averageendowment. On the average, people lost a great deal
of money.
The phenomenonsuggested by the models actually exists. The data
containthree interestinglessons. First, models of rationalchoice help
us look beyond the market organizationsthat have evolved through
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history to find institutions that might be capable of performingsome
specific task. One might imagine nobler tasks than to sell a dollarfor
more than a dollar, but that is not the issue. Second, the existence of
intuitively "irrational" market behavior is not conclusive evidence
that models based on concepts of individualrationalityare inappropriate or ill-equippedto be useful in applications. Finally, the example
demonstratesthat models based on optimizationprinciples are filled
with subtleties often unappreciatedby critics of rationality.As far as I
am aware, the game described above has never been solved with any
degree of generality. We do not know some of the majorpropertiesof
the Nash equilibriumstrategies should they exist. Given the current
developmentof theory, the data cannot be used either to confirmor to
reject a theory.
V. PendingProblems
The review above contains no examples of the failureof an economic
model to confront the data successfully. I do not want to leave the
readerwith the impressionthat such examples do not exist. This section is intendedto disabuse anyone of the notion that our models are in
perfect shape and that the rationalityfoundationneeds neither examination nor modification. Many problems and paradoxes exist. This
paper was not organizedaroundthe failureof the models because the
reasons for the failures are not clear. Argumentslike those in Section
III that show differencesof proceduresand incentives as explanations
for unexpected market behavior are very much in contention with
argumentsthat would change entirelythe way we thinkabouteconomics.

The potential problems with rationalchoice models that have been
identifiedby psychologists and that mightbe manifestin marketbehavior have not been systematicallyexplored. This lack of study reflects a
resource constraintand not a lack of interest or enthusiasm.Two exceptions to the generalrule exist currently,and I understandthat more
attemptsto study marketsfor evidence of "heuristics" are underway.
In an experimentalstudy by Plott and Wilde (1982)the "representativeness" heuristic(Tverskyand Kahneman1974)was given an opportunity to work. Subjects had valuationsfor commodityunits that were
contingent on an underlyingstate of nature. Prior probabilitieswere
generatedby a bingo cage. Once a state of naturewas chosen (one for
each buyer), a clue to the state was generatedby a drawfrom a second
bingo cage. The distributiongoverningthe drawsfrom the second cage
was contingenton the state determinedby the firstdraw. After receiving their personal clue, buyers would participatein a marketin which
the units were being sold. After this process was repeatedfor several
periods(duringwhich the marketequilibratedin the usualfashion), the
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marketsupply was shifted. The representativenessheuristicpredicted
no change in volume due to the lowered price. In reality, slight increases occurred as would be anticipatedfrom risk-averse expected
utility behavior with Bayesian agents.
A more direct examination of the base-rate fallacy has been conducted by Duh and Sunder (1985). The experimentwas similarto the
Plott and Wilde experiment, but the supply was completed inelastic,
thereby letting price serve as a measure of valuation, and the markets
were organizeddifferently. The experimentsalso varied the base rate
to see if the markets responded appropriately.A model based on the
principlethat base rates would be ignored was rejected in favor of a
model based on the principlethat people would follow Bayes's law.
The present lack of supportin experimentalmarketsfor the psychology-basedideas is not going to be the end of the story. Manyproperties
of markets have been observed that are not explicable in terms of
current models. Posted prices have an independenteffect on market
prices (Plott and Smith 1978);nonbindingprice ceilings affect market
convergence (Isaac and Plott 1981; Smith and Williams 1981); and
bubbles can be observed in asset markets (Plott and Sunder 1983;
Camerer1984;Smith, Suchanek, and Williams1986).The dynamicsof
the convergence process in equilibratingmarkets is not theoretically
understoodat all (Davis and Williams,in press). In fact we have only
begunto develop a theory based on individualstrategicdecisions about
why equilibriumis attainedin any experimentalmarketswhere equilibrium has been observed (Wilson 1982; Friedman 1984; Easley and
Ledyard 1986). The Dutch auction behaves differentlyfrom the firstprice auction even though they are supposed to be behaviorally
isomorphic (Coppinger et al. 1980). The signaling experiments discussed above contain events that suggest that some of the markets
studied failed to incorporateinformationthat was clearly present in a
statistical sense. The markets appeared to adjust appropriatelyonly
after a change in experimentalproceduredrew attentionto the statistical regularity.The questions that now exist about the need for economists to consider the decision process used by individualsin addition
to observed choices are likely to occur with increasingfrequency.
The role of morality,altruism,and ethical predispositionsin forming
choice is anotherarea of potential discoveries. Needless to say, there
has been no way of separatingtheories of altruisticallybased behavior
and moralisticbehaviorfrom preferencetheory or rationalchoice theories. Furthermore,since preference theory requires no theory about
the source of preferences, no overridingneed for a separatetheory of
moral behavior has been solidly demonstrated.The fact that preferences might include or reflect moral considerationsdoes not, on the
surface, contradicta theory of rationalchoice or maximizingbehavior.
Moral considerations might influence the shape and form of prefer-
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ences, but that does not contradict the existence of preferences or
choices based on them. One can argue that the existence of morally
based behavior provides evidence of rational choice. Experimental
markets with externalities, public goods decision processes, and related commons dilemma experimentshave not shown the domination
of moral considerationsover financialmotivation(Dawes 1980).Thus
no review of proceduresand theories has been forced on experimentalists. Nevertheless, evidence of morallybased decisions does exist (Palfrey and Rosenthal 1985). In committee experiments the evidence is
pronouncedespecially when as few as three participantsare involved
(Isaac and Plott 1978; Eavey and Miller 1984). Furthermore, a
methodology for investigatingexperimentallythe phenomenaand related theories of moralchoices is being explored. Hoffmanand Spitzer
(1985)formulatea strong case that it is possible to formulatein operational terms competing theories about moral attitudes and that it is
possible to use experimentaltechniques to assess their relative accuracy. How our models of rationalchoice become modifiedto include
the technical features of moral attitudes (consistent? myopic? stable?
sensitivity and responsiveness of choice to evidence?), if such exist,
remains an open question.
VI.

Closing Remarks

The tone of this paper is defensive. Claims about the irrelevance of
models of rationalchoice and the consequentirrelevanceof economics
are not uncommon topics of conversation. Even economists sometimes engage in disparagingremarks about the discipline because of
doubts about either the testability or the validity of the optimization
hypothesis. If one looks at experimental markets for evidence, the
pessimism is not justified. Market models based on rational choice
principles(includingthe subspecies of satisficing)do a pretty good job
of capturingthe essence of very complicatedphenomena.
On the other hand, the evidence presented here should provide no
one with a feeling of overconfidence.Referees who summarizeexperimentalpapers by saying, The results are obvious because they follow
immediatelyfrom rationalchoice, have not looked very closely at the
theory and the data. Whilethe theory of rationalchoice providesa very
useful set of general principles, it is a mistake to elevate the theory to
the status of irrefutablelaw that always reliablyoperates and need not
be challenged.
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